Effect of neural adaptation and degeneration on pulse-train ECAPs: A model study.
Electrically evoked compound action potentials (eCAPs) are measurements of the auditory nerve's response to electrical stimulation. ECAP amplitudes during pulse trains can exhibit temporal alternations. The magnitude of this alternation tends to diminish over time during the stimulus. How this pattern relates to the temporal behavior of nerve fibers is not known. We hypothesized that the stochasticity, refractoriness, adaptation of the threshold and spike-times influence pulse-train eCAP responses. Thirty thousand auditory nerve fibers were modeled in a three-dimensional cochlear model incorporating pulse-shape effects, pulse-history effects, and stochasticity in the individual neural responses. ECAPs in response to pulse trains of different rates and amplitudes were modeled for fibers with different stochastic properties (by variation of the relative spread) and different temporal properties (by variation of the refractory periods, adaptation and latency). The model predicts alternation of peak amplitudes similar to available human data. In addition, the peak alternation was affected by changing the refractoriness, adaptation, and relative spread of auditory nerve fibers. As these parameters are related to factors such as the duration of deafness and neural survival, this study suggests that the eCAP pattern in response to pulse trains could be used to assess the underlying temporal and stochastic behavior of the auditory nerve. As these properties affect the nerve's response to pulse trains, they are of uttermost importance to sound perception with cochlear implants.